The idea of posing a command following or tracking control problem as an input reconstruction problem is explored in the paper. For 
Introduction
The topic of input reconstruction has seen a number of developments recently [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] . Input reconstruction methods determine the unknown inputs (deterministic) to a system given model information and output measurements originating from those set of unknown inputs. These are also referred to as left inversion problems. A command following problem can be seen as an input reconstruction problem in a sense that the reference command can be viewed as the outputs of the system and the controller seeks to reconstruct inputs that would yield these desired outputs (reference commands).
In that sense, by implicitly assuming that there exists a control input that yields the desired output y ref , input reconstruction can be used to determine the control inputs that yield the desired outputs by treating the desired outputs are the actual outputs of the system. However, a brute-force left-inversion approach results in a feedforward (open-loop) control, and hence there is a need to integrate a feedback approach with a left inversion approach.
In this paper, we borrow input reconstruction methodologies from previous works and combine them to develop a command following controller based on left inversion that also naturally integrates feedback. An advantage of using such an approach is that, it is readily generalized to MIMO systems as the input reconstruction methods are inherently multivariable. The problems of input reconstruction-left invertibility and tracking control-right invertibility are duals of each other [10, 11] and in case of left invertible systems it is possible to determine the unknown inputs from system outputs, whereas, in case of right invertible systems, it is possible to generate inputs to track given reference commands. Further, it is shown in the paper that the tracking of reference commands by outputs is unbiased for systems with same number of inputs and outputs. Illustrative examples are presented to demonstrate the utility of the suggested control scheme.
The paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 puts forth the problem of following the desired reference commands in an expectation sense. Methodology to address the defined problem using input reconstruction and state estimation methods is presented in Section 3. The control scheme resulting as a combination of an unbiased input reconstructor and a state estimator and remarks on tracking error are presented in Section 4. Illustrative numerical examples to highlight the utility of the proposed scheme are presented in Section 5. Section 6 discusses assumptions on number of plant inputs-outputs and their link with the problem of command following. Section 7 provides some concluding remarks.
Problem Statement
Consider the linear time invariant system with outputs y k+1 and with the applied control inputsû k given by
where
Initially, we assume l = p, that is, the system is square. This assumption will be relaxed later to discuss command following using input reconstruction in non-square cases.
Let y k+1 represent the actual plant output in response to the applied control inputû k . The process and sensor noise be denoted by w k and v k respectively.
These noise sequences are assumed to be i.i.d. Gaussian sequences with zero mean. We assume rank(B) = l, since in the case of B being rank deficient, one or more inputs are redundant. The system (1), (2) is assumed to be state controllable and input and state observable [7] . The assumption of input and state observability further implies rank(C B) = p. Since l = p, rank(C B) = l and the system is trackable [12] .
We consider a command following problem in which it is desired that a reference command y ref be followed by the system output. If y ref is known beforehand, the problem can be seen as a preview control problem. We assume that this reference command can be followed exactly with a (not yet known) desired control input u ref in the noise free case as given by the reference system
n×p , and C ∈ l×n . The reference system and the actual plant have the same system matrices A, B and C and therefore have the same number of inputs, states and outputs. The reader is reminded that the system considered here is square.
The error in following the reference command is
Taking the expected value on both sides of (5) yields
Equation (6) implies that the tracking error will be zero in an expectation sense if the terms on the right hand side of (6) are made zero. The following section discusses the methodology to make the tracking error zero effectively by making the right hand side terms zero.
Methodology
The tracking error between the reference command and actual output, in an expectation sense is represented by the term on the left hand side of (6) .
Looking at the right hand side of (6), it is logical to approach the command following problem as a two-part exercise, first, to device a strategy to make as shown in Fig. 1 . We analyse the convergence of tracking error and discuss the choices for the state estimator and input reconstructor in the following subsections.
State Estimation
Assuming that the applied control inputû k−1 is available and the noise characteristics are known, unbiased estimates of the actual plant state can be obtained using an optimal estimator. Further, since the system under consideration is linear, the Kalman filter is an obvious choice for the state estimator.
With this choice, the estimatex of the actual plant state x iŝ
where y k is the known measurement andû k−1 is the control input already applied. The Kalman gain K k is computed as
where P kal is the state error covariance of the Kalman filter. It must be noted that this choice of the state estimator only gives an unbiased estimate of the
and does not immediately imply that and current measurement y k , the next step is to determine the control inputû k to be applied in current time step. This is discussed in the following subsection.
Input Reconstruction
Having chosen Kalman filter as the state estimator in Section 3.1, the next objective is to choose a suitable input reconstructor that will provide an unbiased estimate of the desired input u ref,k . Out of the input reconstructors developed in the literature, we adopt a filter based input reconstruction method developed in [7] due to its simplicity and inherent ability to handle MIMO systems. This Unbiased Minimum Variance (UMV) filter is closely related to a
Kalman filter but has an additional input reconstruction equation and a modified gain to account for the unknown inputs. Input reconstruction for (1), (2) using the UMV is achieved in a three step process [7] given bŷ
where † denotes the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse. Here L k+1 is the UMV gain obtained by a constrained minimization of the state error covariance and is given by
Command following using Input Reconstruction (CIR)
We next discuss the feedback control scheme that combines the state estimator and the input reconstructor discussed earlier, for addressing the command following problem. The proposed scheme shown in Fig. 1 is referred to as Command following using Input Reconstruction (CIR).
For generating control inputs, the proposed controller makes use of equa-
where y pred,k+1 = Cx k+1|k is a one-step ahead prediction of the system's output computed by using a one-step open-loop prediction. The Kalman filter described by (7) - (12) provides an estimatex k|k of the system state x k , using the 
Analysis of the tracking error
Since the UMV filter provides unbiased estimatesû of the desired input u ref , (6) can be reduced to
We recall from [7] that L k+1 given in 14 satisfies L k+1 C B = B. A result to show that tracking error in (24) converges to zero in an expectation sense is now presented.
Proposition 1. Letû k from (23) andx k|k from (8) be such that
and
Proof. Substituting (13), (14), (3) and (4) in equation (15) yieldŝ
Noting that L k+1 C B = B and B † B = I p , (26) simplifies to
Taking expected value on both sides of (27) and noting that
we have
from (28), we have
Further, since
Substituting (30) in (6) 
CIR is a system inversion based control scheme. It is well known that inversion based control schemes do not guarantee bounded and causal control inputs for systems with non-minimum phase zeros. Further, incorporation of a stabilizing state or output feedback does not alleviate the effects of nonminimum phase zero. The use of CIR scheme therefore does not guarantee the existence of bounded control inputs for command following in case of systems with non-minimum phase zeros.
Numerical Results

Example 1
Consider a two mass spring damper system given by
The simulation result of command following performance is shown in Fig.   2 for the proposed algorithm when a sawtooth and a sinusoidal reference commands are issued to y 1 and y 2 respectively. The same simulation was run for 100 times and the mean of the tracking results was observed as shown in Fig.   3 . Comparing Fig. 2 with Fig. 3 , it is clear that the command following is unbiased and Proposition 1 is verified.
Tracking performance obtained with proposed CIR scheme is further compared with LQG and MPC controllers tuned at nominal values. The plot of comparison is shown in Fig. 4 . Table 1 shows the comparison of mean squared errors for each control scheme.
Next, we consider a MIMO second order RC circuit with two input voltages and two output voltages as shown in Fig. 6 . The state space description for this system in continuous time can be written as
where V C 1 and V C 2 are the voltages across capacitors C 1 and C 2 respectively and are also the states of the system. V in 1 (t), V in 2 (t) are the input voltages and R 1 , R 2 are the resistances. The objective here is to track reference commands specified for the output voltages V out 1 (t) = V C 1 (t) and V out 2 (t) = V C 2 (t). To achieve this objective the CIR scheme is implemented in real time as shown in the The values of the resistances and capacitors used are, R 1 = 1 × 10 3 Ω, 
Remarks on assumptions
The assumption that the system is square enabled us to show in Proposition 1 that the expected tracking error converges to zero if the estimates of the states and inputs are unbiased. The suggested CIR scheme can be used for following commands in an expectation sense with the Kalman and UMV filters being valid choices for unbiased state estimator and unbiased input reconstructor. In case of non-square systems however, it is not guaranteed that the expected tracking error will converge to zero when CIR scheme is used. In what follows, we discuss how CIR scheme can be used in case of non-square systems to follow reference commands in an expectation sense under some circumstances. We discuss the use of CIR scheme for systems with l < p first.
Given a system
with l < p, let N ∈ n×l be such that N modifies (36), (37) as Next, to discuss the use of CIR in the case of systems with l > p, we recall a few observations from [12] . A batch equation for system described by equations (36) and (37) for r ∈ + samples can be written as
. Also, the matrices Γ r ∈ r l×n and M r ∈ r l×r p are defined as
In the l > p case it has been established that there exist ref,r / ∈ (M r ) that cannot be tracked exactly. In this case however, it is possible to track the se- 
Conclusion
A feedback control scheme for command following in input and state observable square MIMO systems was discussed in this paper. This proposed scheme is based on input reconstruction methods and is akin to left inversion with feedback. The command following problem is reduced to a two part exercise of state estimation and input reconstruction. It was shown that tracking of reference commands is unbiased, if both the state estimator an the input reconstructor are chosen to be unbiased. Simulations showing unbiasedness property were presented along with a real-time implementation using a lowcost hardware. Kalman filter and Unbiased Minimum Variance filter were used for state estimation and input reconstruction respectively. Use of the proposed scheme under certain conditions for non-square systems was also discussed.
For systems with more inputs than outputs (l < p), the use of N matrix that modified the system to a square one and allowed the use of proposed controller was suggested. In case of systems with more number of outputs than inputs (l > p), use of projections and disregarding output measurements to make system square was suggested. 
